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Dear Yeshua,
Monday, 13 June 2022, 5:45M
(NOTE: This dream account is copied from an email I sent to (CB73))
BEGIN EMAIL:
(…), there is another thing which happened along with this (see Letter 914).
This morning I woke up at about 5:45AM. I felt well rested, but I was also sore and tired.
I was rested because the Lord gave me an extra 90 minutes of sleep.
I was sore and tired because just before waking I had a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was with a man who looked like you. We were having some words. There was other activity happening
around us. I was exerting a lot of energy just by being around this man.
END OF DREAM.
Post Dream Analysis Says That:
According to the Lord Holy Spirit, the reason the man looked like you in the dream was because the Lord
was showing me the Lead Fallen Angel in charge of the House of Hell set up by Satan (many years ago),
dedicated to your own destruction. I was wrestling with the man, (the fallen angel), in the dream, which
is why I woke up sore and tired.
But this contact between me and the evil spirit invoked Rule of Engagement #3. So that fallen angel was
sent to the Pit (Abyss) as soon as I woke up.
And the house of hell dedicated to your destruction is now leaderless. It will eventually whither and fall
apart, sending the demonic spirits into a state of confusion and into arid places.
But even if they could, they won’t have a house to return to, because Archangel Michael will see to the
total destruction and collapse of that old house.
There were more details in the dream than what I wrote above, but they faded quickly right after I awoke,
leaving me only with this important intelligence.
END EMAIL.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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